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Sonata in E Minor Heinrich Franz Ignaz Biber
(1644–1704)

Sonata in A Major, BWV 1015 Johann Sebastian Bach
I. Largo (1685–1750)
II. Allegro
III. Andante un poco
IV. Presto

Sonata in G Minor, “The Devil's Trill” Giuseppe Tartini
(1692–1770)

La Marche des Scythes Joseph-Nicolas-Pancrace Royer
(1703–1755)

r INTERMISSION p
Sonata in D Major, Op. 5/1 Arcangelo Corelli

I. Grave–Allegro–Adagio (1653–1713)
II. Allegro
III. Allegro
IV. Adagio
V. Allegro

Sonata in D Major, Op. 9/3 Jean-Marie Leclair
I. Un poco andante (1697–1764)
II. Allegro
III. Sarabande. Largo
IV. Tambourin. Presto

Diverse bizzarie sopra la vecchia Nicola Matteis
sarabanda ò pur ciaccona (1650–1714)

DIVERSE BIZZARIEr p
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This performance is generously sponsored by Ross Lipman.
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Our 2022–2023 season is supported by the Arizona Commission on the Arts, which
receives support from the State of Arizona and the National Endowment for the Arts;
Western States Arts Federation’s TourWest Grant Program, which receives support
from the National Endowment for the Arts; and the Tucson Desert Song Festival.
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r Program Notes p

Diverse Bizzarie

Judging by the thousands upon thousands of tiny notes strewn
across his compositions,Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber must have
been nothing short of a force of nature on the violin. Likely
performed during church services by the man himself, Biber’s
sonatas offer much more than bravura for its own sake––they
capture a fantastical spirit, moving impulsively between the most
private musical utterances and fever-pitch passagework. Biber’s
predilection for rhapsody is on full display in the Sonata in E Minor
from his 1681 collection. The opening few moments are an extended
prelude that sets the mood for the listener, a mood which we quickly
realize is tortured, lost, and searching for answers. The prelude paves
the way for a brash theme over a recurring bassline, which is
subsequently contorted and elaborated upon with wild invention.

The Six Sonatas for Violin and Obbligato Harpsichord were written
by Johann Sebastian Bach during his time in Cöthen, where he
would find himself enchanted by the beautiful voice of a certain
Anna Magdalena, his soon-to-be wife. In contrast to most
accompanied works from this era, Bach’s Sonata in A Major has a
(near) fully realized right hand that remains in constant conversation
with the violin. The two parts engage in a musical dialogue that
ranges from flirtatious banter to heated debate. From a single shared
note at the opening, suggestive of nothing in particular, Bach unfurls
four movements that bubble over with seductive gestures, rich and
delicate textures, and winding melodic paths. As he so often does,
Bach makes you forget that the counterpoint is no less than flawless.
This sleight of hand is most impressive in the third movement,
where the violin and the right hand of the harpsichord remain in
perfect canon until the very end.



According to Giuseppe Tartini, it would appear that we have
someone else to thank for his infamously challenging Sonata in G
Minor:

One night I dreamt that I had made a bargain with the Devil for my soul.
Everything went at my command––my novel servant anticipated every one
of my wishes. Then the idea struck to hand him my fiddle and see what he
could do with it. But how great was my astonishment when I heard him play
with consummate skill a sonata of such exquisite beauty as surpassed the
boldest flight of my imagination. I felt enraptured, transported, enchanted;
my breath was taken away; and I awoke. Seizing my violin I tried to retain the
sounds that I had heard. But it was in vain. The piece I then composed, the
Devil’s Sonata, although the best I ever wrote, how far below the one I heard
in my dream!

Numbering among the most feared warriors of the ancient world,
the Scythians were a nomadic tribe and the antagonists of many
cautionary tales a mother would tell her child. Having revolutionized
mounted warfare, they were a fertile source of dramatic inspiration
for an ambitious Joseph-Nicolas-Pancrace Royer. The unremitting
rhythmic drive and strident ornamentation featured in La Marche des
Scythes contribute to an aural tableau of clopping hooves and fast-
approaching terror. Eager to stretch the limits of technical demands,
Royer positioned the piece as the exclamation point at the end of his
grand publication of keyboard pieces. Much like his better-known
contemporary Jean-Philippe Rameau, Royer imbued his keyboard
writing with unabashed operatic flair, showcasing the full spectrum
of colors offered by the harpsichord.

Few composer-performers held sway throughout Europe like
Arcangelo Corelli––he is both comfortably in the figurative Baroque
pantheon and is interred in the literal Pantheon in Rome. Francesco
Geminiani, Corelli’s student and world-class violinist, said that he had
the “most delicate taste, which led him to select the most pleasing
harmonies and melodies and to construct the parts so as to produce
the most delightful effect upon the ear.” Through several impressive
publications he codified a highly refined musical grammar, best
understood as a sensual dance of dissonance and consonance. To
usher in the new century, Corelli, ever the entrepreneur, published a
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set of violin sonatas on January 1, 1700. The whole of Europe felt
its reverberations, and, over the course of the next century, the set
would be republished no less than 50 times. The opening sonata is in
the gleaming key of D Major. Corelli’s trademark ornamented style
graces his pristine melodies with verdant garlands.

What do Jean-Marie Leclair and John Lennon have in common?
Three important facts: both are recognized as prodigious talents;
they share initials and a first name (albeit that Leclair has the slight
upperhand with the spicy addition of Marie); and the two were
victims of horrific murders. While the circumstances surrounding
Lennon’s death are well-known, Leclair’s demise is murkier. History
is undecided as to whether it was his nephew, gardener, or ex-wife.
As a violinist, he couldn’t possibly have achieved greater acclaim,
supported by none other than Louis XV. Leclair’s many collections
of violin sonatas leave us with evidence of his very prominent
fingerprint on the development of violin virtuosity. The Sonata in D
Major from his Op. 9 set demonstrates his motivating artistic vision–
a flattering marriage of Italy’s boisterous, sometimes obscene
musical influence, with the poise and lyricism of his native France.
The sonata closes with a wild romp invoking drums, fifes, and all
things rustic.

So, what is Diverse Bizzarie? Excerpted fromNicola Matteis’s
mouthful of a title, Diverse bizzarie sopra la vecchia sarabanda ò pur
ciaccona, it roughly translates to “several oddities,” a thematic excuse
for us to compile and play our favorite works in this genre,
continuity be damned. If you have managed to avoid aural whiplash
thus far, careening from one country to another, forwards and
backwards in time, let us cleanse your palette now with the program’s
namesake. The original heading is Matteis’s clumsy description for
surely one of the most charming improvisatory flashes of brilliance
in the Baroque violin repertoire. The ciaconna was a bassline that
would serve as a buoyant framework for whimsical improvisation.
We should consider ourselves lucky that on this particular day of
improvising, Nicola Matteis decided to click record.

—David Belkovski
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r About Twelfth Night p
Based in NYC, Twelfth Night is an ensemble of historical-
performance specialists led by David Belkovski and Rachell Ellen
Wong, formed with the firm belief that art is best explored as a
meeting place of the past, present, and future.

“The past is a foreign country: they do things differently there.”– L. P. Hartley

Historical Performance study provides musicians today with a
window into the past, reminding us all of the boundless creative
energy that led to deeply human musical works. Some of those
works are familiar and beloved, some are less well known and
deserve renewed, loving attention. Even still, the influence of the
present is to be welcomed. Artists today grew up with an
appreciation of an inexhaustibly rich and diverse music world.
Modern genres and forms inevitably affect our taste and
performance habits, imbuing study of the past with the exciting,
bold colors of the current. To create today, however, is to look
forward, to understand how the artist is situated in society, and
whether that position ought to change. Like creations of the past,
art today can be healing, political, or provocative–often at the same
time. Although an early music ensemble by trade, Twelfth Night’s
vision is toward the future, which these days seems to be equal parts
uncertain and exciting. Our music breathes with the admiration we
have for history and the unabashed love for the art world today.

David and Rachell met during their time as students in the
Historical Performance division of The Juilliard School.
Innumerable performances together confirmed a special chemistry
and shared vision, inspiring them to dream up an ensemble for the
21st century. Through Twelfth Night, they are eager to position
historical performance as an integral part of all performance.
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 RELAX.  
 THINK. 
 FIND JOY.
arizonachambermusic.org
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Are you enjoying today’s program? Every gift made to Arizona Early Music
brings you closer to a vibrant, international community of artists. This
season, with your support, we are excited to present our largest series of
programs yet. In 2022–2023 your tax-deductible donations directly
contribute to:

• 2 preseason virtual concerts presented in partnership with Early Music
Vancouver

• 8 live concerts, including the 3-day Tucson Baroque Music Festival this
February

• In-person outreach to Tucson elementary- and middle-school students by
artists of Les Délices

• Virtual educational programs for Tucson-area elementary schools in
partnership with Ars Lyrica Houston

We are thankful to continue this work with your support.

Please return your contribution, with this form, to the box office, or mail it
to AEM, PO Box 44172, Tucson, AZ 85733-4172. All checks should be
made payable to AEM. For contributions to the Anthony Fund, please write
“Anthony Fund” at the bottom of your check. Gifts can also be made
online at azearlymusic.org/support.

Arizona Early Music is a 501(c)(3) organization.

Please Print

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone Email

This is a donation for:

*Both the General Fund and Anthony Fund are part of AEM's long-term, Board-Designated Endowment.
The James Anthony Fund was founded in Dr. Anthony's honor in 1988. Donations to Season ’22–’23 are used
directly to offset operational and artistic expenses from the current season.

Please indicate how you would like your name(s) to appear in our programs:

General Fund*Anthony Fund*Season ’22–’23
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AEM 2022–2023 SEASON CONTRIBUTORS
As of November 21, 2022

SEASON SPONSOR – $5,000+
Arizona Commission on the Arts
Tucson Desert Song Festival

CONCERT SPONSOR – $2,000+
Laurie and John Camm
Sara C. Heitshu*
Janet and Joe Hollander
Jim and Jamie King
Ross Lipman
Schlaikjer-McIntyre Family Foundation
The Western States Arts Federation

ANGEL – $1,000+
Anonymous
Jack Burks
Dr. Theodor and Linda Kaufman
Julia Pernet Community Fund
J. Scott Mason

SUSTAINER – $500+
John Anderson and Karen Topham
Gay Gilbert
Juliana Osinchuk
Makoto Ueno
John E. Wahl and Mary Lou Forier

PATRON – $250+
Celia Balfour
Ben and Nancy Eisenstein
Dan Lynch and Elaine Dow
Nancy and Robert Eschrich
Ulrich and Brigitte Michael
Peter Schmidt and Sherry Terrell

BENEFACTOR – $100+
John Gilkey & Laurel Cooper
Patricia Dow
Larry F. Hemken
Christina Jarvis and Martin Munro
Susan Klement
Kathy Larason
Susan Marcus
Lauri McCanless
Michael McCarthy
John Mielke
John and Lucy Peck
Elizabeth Schauer
Linda Shortridge
Roger Sperline

SUPPORTER – $20+
AmazonSmile Foundation
Anonymous
Nell Brownell
Kathleen Burnett
Murray and Sue De Armond
Kay Dodder
Suzanne Ferguson
Taylor Harris
Nancy Murphy
John B. Noyd
Jeff Stensrud
Kenneth Weene

*Gift to the James Anthony Fund
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